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What is a blazar?

Blazar emission properties:

● flux relativistically enhanced

● blue-shift of emitted frequencies

● contraction of variability time-scales

Blazar observed characteristics:

● unpredictable variability at all frequencies 

on all time-scales, from minutes/hours to 

months/years

● high polarization, with both the polarization 

degree P and angle (EVPA) very variable 

too

➪ Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN) with one jet pointing toward us

➪ relativistic effects 



1997 birth of the WEBT - John Mattox (BU, USA) President  ➪ support to the CGRO observations with 
continuous optical monitoring

2000 Massimo Villata (INAF-OATo, Italy) President ➪ +radio+near-IR

WEBT multiwavelength campaigns on specific objects

A brief outline of WEBT history

1991-2000 Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO)

➪ The extragalactic 𝛾-ray sky is full of blazars

2007 birth of the GLAST-AGILE Support Program 
(GASP) in view of the launch of the AGILE and 
Fermi 𝛾-ray satellites

➪ 14 BL Lacs + 14 FSRQs continuously  monitored



~ 200 observers

~ 120 telescopes  contributing to the WEBT campaigns         
(~100 optical + 9 near-IR + 10 radio)

WEBT Products

Participation in the WEBT

● photometry + polarimetry + spectroscopy 

● collaborations  with other teams, in particular AGILE, Fermi, MAGIC

● archive, with data available one year after publication

● 247 papers by the WEBT in the NASA ADS, half refereed, including two papers on Nature, one of which 

led by the WEBT



The collaboration started in 2000 with Mansur Ibrahimov and continued with Dovron Mirzaqulov and 
Shuhrat Ehgamberdiev

The UBAI team has been monitoring 27 blazars at Mt. Maidanak in the framework of the WEBT

Multiband photometry in BVRI bands

About 270 000 images acquired    

Intraday brightness variability detected in more than 10 blazars (3 Astronomer’s Telegrams on 4C 
38.41, BL Lacertae, and 3C 454.3)

45 WEBT publications signed by UBAI collaborators 

Participation of the UBAI-Mt. Maidanak 
team in the WEBT



Participation of the UBAI-
Mt. Maidanak team to the WEBT: 

AO 0235+16

More than 50% of the optical data from Mt. Maidanak



Participation of the UBAI-
Mt. Maidanak team to the WEBT: 

4C 38.41

Long-term variability explained by a 
geometrical scenario, involving an 
inhomogeneous bent jet

Exceptional contribution from Mt. 
Maidanak Observatory!



Geometrical scenario for the long-term 
variability: observational hints

Britzen et al. (2017, A&A, 602, A29)
“A swirling jet in the quasar 1308+326”

Fromm et al. (2013, A&A, 557, A105)
“Catching the radio flare in CTA 102”

Perucho et al. (2012, ApJ, 749, 55)
“Anatomy of helical extragalactic jets: 
the case of S5 0836+710”



Geometrical scenario for the long-term 
variability: numerical simulations hints

Liska et al. (2018, MNRAS, 474, L81)
“Formation of precessing jets by tilted 
black hole discs in 3D general relativistic 
MHD simulations”

Mignone et al. (2010, MNRAS, 402, 7)
“High-resolution 3D relativistic MHD 
simulations of jets”

Moll et al. (2008, A&A, 492, 621)
“ Kink instabilities in jets from rotating 
magnetic fields“

Nakamura et al. (2001, New Astronomy, 6, 61)
“Production of wiggled structure of AGN radio 
jets in the sweeping magnetic twist 
mechanism”

 



GEOMETRICAL interpretation  proposed in many WEBT works:

long-term VARIABILITY = variation of the VIEWING ANGLE 𝜃
of the emitting jet regions 

➪ variation of the DOPPLER FACTOR 𝛿
𝛿=[𝛤(1-𝛽cos𝜃)]-1   with    𝛤=(1-𝛽2)-½ bulk Lorentz factor

When 𝛿 increases:

- flux density increases as F𝜈 (𝜈) = 𝛿2+𝛼 F ’𝜈’ (𝜈)        (for a continuous jet)

- variability time scale decreases as 𝛥t = 𝛥t’/𝛿
- variability amplitude of intrinsic flux changes increases as 𝛥F ∝ 𝛿2+𝛼 



But can we see the effects of Doppler factor 

changes in the blazar light curves?

YES!
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CTA 102 (2230+114)

FSRQ @ z = 1.037

WEBT optical+near-IR+radio  monitoring  

In 2013-2017: 

39 telescopes in 28 observatories

Mt. Maidanak: 3014 data in BVRI @ T-60

Late 2016: jump of 6-7 mag

Peak: 28 December 2016 

➪ R = 10.82 ± 0.04

➪ log 𝜈L𝜈 = 48.12 (erg/s) 

➪ unprecedented



Optical, mm, and radio behaviour different  

➪ coming from different jet regions 

➪ the jet is inhomogeneous 

Radio and mm changes smoother

➪ coming from more extended (outer) 

regions 



In optical, fast flares are more rapid and 

pronounced when the source is brighter 

➪ Doppler beaming effect

Assume that long-term variability is due to 

changes of 𝛿 because of changes of 𝜃

➪ From the long-term trends derive  𝛿(t) and 𝜃(t) 

at different 𝜈

➪ the jet is curved and twisting



Small-amplitude fast variations due to intrinsic 
processes  after correcting for 𝛿(t) 
(= fixed 𝛿base)

Verify increased variability 
amplitude for higher 𝛿

Oscillations around the long-term trend 
represented by the spline



Blue: high brightness state    

Red: low brightness state 

 

Verify time contraction

➪  𝜏blue = 𝜏red/2 



thermal 
emission model

blss

SED modelling
- build thermal emission model

- build a base-level synchrotron spectrum (blss)

- ∀ epoch build 𝛿(𝜈) and 𝜃(𝜈) 
- derive the predicted synchrotron SED as 

Doppler enhancement of the blss

+ thermal emission model

  =     total SED to be compared with observed SED

➪ excellent reproduction  of both flux level and 

spectral slope



As a result the jet is:

- inhomogeneous  different frequencies 
emitted from different regions

- curved different regions have different 
viewing angles

- twisting/swinging/swirling/
         snaking/meandering/wiggling 
         the viewing angle varies in time
         because of internal (instabilities)
         or external (orbital motion, precession)
         reasons
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Undergoing project: 
BL Lacertae 2019-2021



Thank you 


